
EMPLOYEE 
EXPERIENCE,  
BUT NOT LIKE  
YOU KNOW IT

As your employees are challenged 
with a growing imbalance between 
work and life, increased burnout 
and decreased wellbeing, your 
teams and organisation face 
diminishing social capital. There is 
an urgent need to digitally reimagine 
the employee experience.

Discover how Microsoft Viva,  
an integrated platform built on  
top of Microsoft Teams, helps 
organisations deliver personalised 
experiences to their employees, 
with news, tasks and conversations, 
provide data-driven insights  
and recommendations, organise 
content and expertise, and deliver 
formal and informal learning when 
and where it’s needed.

WHY YOU SHOULD 
ATTEND 

By attending this workshop, you’ll 
be provided with an overview of  
the Art of the Possible, and deep 
dives across the Viva suite with 
Topics, Connections, or Learning. 
The workshop is set up in three 
stages, as below, to help you get 
the most from the workshop: 

ASSESS 
• Gather information on  

key business scenarios 
• Define scope 
• Identify business stakeholders 
• Introduce Microsoft Viva  

ART OF THE POSSIBLE 
• Showcase employee  

experience transformation 
• Microsoft Viva overview  

with selected pathways 
• Demos and immersive 

experiences 

BUILD THE PLAN 
• Build upon your new-found 

knowledge and pair  
it with your unique  
business challenges 

• Prioritisation of scenarios and  
next steps built into a plan 

“Employees want more 
flexible remote work  
options, and meaningful  
in-person collaboration”

In today’s world, employees want more flexible remote work options,  
and meaningful in-person collaboration. Empowering people to thrive  
in a more flexible work world requires rethinking everything, from  
how you empower managers, to how you create culture, to how  
you reimagine the employee experience. 

MICROSOFT VIVA 
WORKSHOP
BUILD YOUR EMPLOYEE EXPERIENCE  
WITH MICROSOFT VIVA 

MICROSOFT FUNDED WORKSHOPS, DELIVERED BY SOFTCAT

WORKSHOP HIGHLIGHTS

Discover how to deliver 
personalised experiences  
to employees 

Learn about the benefits  
of including Microsoft Viva  
to your organisation 

Develop defined next  
steps based on your  
needs and objectives 

EXPLORING THE ART OF THE POSSIBLE WITHIN MODERN WORK



CONTACT US TODAY TO GET STARTED!
mscsm@softcat.com | Softcat plc, Fieldhouse Lane, Marlow, SL7 1LW | www.softcat.com

WHY SOFTCAT?
When it comes to 
Microsoft, you need an 
experienced partner. 

Softcat is a certified Microsoft 
Gold Partner, and our workshop 
facilitators are subject matter 
experts within the Microsoft 365 
realm. With multiple Advanced 
Specialisations including 
Teamwork Deployment, our experts 
bring a wealth of knowledge to 
the table, and will guide you to 
ensure that you achieve your full 
potential via the workshop. 

WHAT TO EXPECT

A prioritised list of 
business scenarios that 
can be addressed by deploying 
Microsoft Viva 

Recommended preparation 
in terms of skills and best practices 

A roadmap outlining potential 
workstreams and dependencies 
with clear next steps 

An adoption framework 

WHO 
SHOULD 
ATTEND?
The workshop is  
intended for: 

• IT Managers 

• IT Operations 


